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restlessly   flying   about   above   the   bushes   over   a   rather   wide   area.   We   were
impressed   by   the   'introverted'   manner   of   the   Bogol   Manya   birds,   and
by   this   feature,   combined   with   their   relatively   uniform   appearance,   we
concluded   we   had   seen   degodiensis  .

Erard   (1975)   emphasizes   that   (in   specimen   skins)   the   relatively   short
tail   is   diagnostic   in   separating   this   species   from   gilletti,   and   does   not   give
any   other   unequivocal   characters   which   might   be   used   in   the   field.   He
states:   "Ressemble   a   Mirafra   gilletti   Sharpe   mais   est   beaucoup   plus
petit.   Sa   coloration   rappelle   celle   de   la   race   nominale   de   cette   espece
mais   est   plus   claire   et   plus   fauve.   La   striation   des   parties   superieures   est
plus   etroite   et   moins   dense.   La   poitrine   est   plus   grivelee   que   striee,   les
taches   etant   chamois   et   obsoletes.   Le   caractere   distinctif   reside   dans   la
remarquable   brievete   relative   des   rectrices.   Les   remiges   secondaires   sont
egalement   plus   courtes."

We   forwarded   our   description   and   notes,   together   with   a   series   of   8
colour   photographs   of   our   bird   taken   by   Mrs   Katie   Gullick,   to   Dr
Christian   Erard,   who   kindly   compared   them   with   his   specimens   in   Paris.
He   made   the   following   comments:  "The   habitat   and   behaviour   of   the
larks   you   observed   at   Bogol   Magno   (sic)   are   in   accordance   with   what   I
know   of   degodiensis.   The   fact   is   that   your   bird   (photographs   2   and   8)   looks
longer-tailed   than   the   2   skins   we   have   here.   Otherwise   the   colouration   of
the   upperparts   and   wings   matches   that   of   degodiensis   apparently   better
than   that   of   nominate   gilletti:   see   photographs   4,   6,   7,   and   especially   3.
The   light   hind-neck,   giving   a   whitish   collar,   is   noticeable   and   seems   to   me
more   pronounced   than   in   nominate  gilletti.   From   photographs   1,   2   and   8,
the   breast   pattern   seems   to   match   that   of   degodiensis   better   than   that   of
nominate   gilletti:   spots   look   dark   tawny   rather   than   brown."

His   letter   continued:   "I   admit   that   without   tail   measurement   degodien-
sis  is   very   difficult   to   identify.   I   remember   that   when   I   examined   my

specimens,   I   was   somewhat   hesitant   to   describe   a   new   species   but   Charles
Vaurie   who   compared   the   specimens   with   me   convinced   me   (especially
when   comparing   them   with   nominate   gilletti   from   between   Neghelle   and
Filtu,   collected   during   the   same   trip),   so   [I]   did   the   multivariate   analysis.

So   if   photographs   3,   4   and   1   give   a   correct   view   of   the   colouration
(colours   in   photographs   2,   6,   7   and   8   could   be   a   little   altered   by   light,
unless   you   photographed   several   birds)   and   if   the   relatively   short   tail   of
degodiensis   is   not   a   good   field   character,   then   your   bird   is   degodiensis.   I
think   that   you   did   indeed   meet   this   species."

M.   degodiensis   is   an   Insufficiently   Known   Threatened   Species   in   the
Red   Data   Book   (Collar   &   Stuart   1985).   The   4   birds   we   saw   were   within   a
distance   of   1   km   and   within   a   200   m   strip   alongside   the   road.   No   others
were   seen   up   to   1   km   beyond,   but   the   species   could   easily   be   overlooked
owing   to   its   skulking   habits.   It   may   be   that   its   only   known   range   is   within
an   area   of   some   few   km2,   and   it   is   possibly   significant   that   the   type   locality
of   degodiensis   is   surrounded   by   an   area   extending   from   it   of   up   to   50—
1  00   km   from   which   there   are   no   records   of   gilletti.   Since   the   publication   of
Erard's   (1975)   distribution   map   for   M.   gilletti,   its   known   range   has
increased   appreciably,   notably   to   the   north   and   east   in   Somalia   (Ash   &
Miskell   1983)   and   to   the   south   into   Kenya   (Miskell   &   Ash   1985).   It   is   of
special   interest   that   M  .   degodiensis   does   not   appear   now   merely   on   the
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southwestern   edge   of   the   range   of   gilletti,   but   is   surrounded   by   that
species.

A   possible   threat   to   the   habitat   in   this   area   may   result   from   the
increased   human   population   and   a   resultant   increase   in   grazing   pressure
and   demand   for   fuel   wood,   but   there   was   no   indication   that   this   is   likely   to
occur   in   the   short   term.
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In   the   last   few   years   we   have   accumulated   several   observations   on   the
avifauna   of   southern   Brazil,   based   on   the   field   work   performed   by   the
Fundacao   de   Amparo   a   Tecnologia   e   ao   Meio   Ambiente   (FATMA),
Santa   Catarina.   Two   of   these   records   are   noteworthy,   and   represent   new
additions   to   the   Brazilian   avifauna.

AUSTRALASIAN   GANNET   Sula   serrator
Typical   of   the   Australasian   region   (Nelson   1978)   this   gannet   has

occasionally   occurred   in   southwestern   Africa   and   off   Marion   and   Crozet
Islands   (Harrison   1983).   Thus,   it   was   surprising   to   record   an   isolated
specimen   of   this   gannet   at   the   Moleques   do   Sul   Islands   (c.   27°51'S,
48C26'W),   12   km   off   the   coast   of   Santa   Catarina,   southern   Brazil,   21-23
August   1986.   So   far   as   we   know,   this   individual   apparently   remained
around   these   islands   until   collected   on   27   June   1987   at   the   site   where   it
was   first   observed.   According   to   the   South   American   ornithological   liter-

ature,  this   bird,   an   adult   male   now   housed   in   the   collection   of   Museu
Nacional   (MN   36.164),   is   the   first   record   of   the   species   for   the   Americas
(Hellmayr   &   Conover   1948).
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ANDEAN   FLAMINGO   Phoenicoparrus   andinus
In   South   America,   the   Andean   Flamingo   has   been   recorded   in   south-

western  Peru,   northern   Chile,   southwestern   Bolivia   and   northwestern
Argentina   (Blake   1977,   Nores   &   Yzurieta   1980).

On   1  9   May   1  989   we   obtained   a   very   emaciated   juvenile   (weight   1  .2   kg)
from   Erval   Velho   (c.   27°13'S,   51°23'W),   Santa   Catarina,   southern   Brazil.
This   specimen,   now   housed   in   the   Museu   Nacional   (MN   36.548),
showed   3   colour   rings   on   the   left   tibia   (blue,   black,   red),   and   according   to
the   Corporacion   Nacional   Forestal   (CONAF),   Chile,   it   was   banded
around   the   fifth   month   of   life   in   the   Salar   Punta   Negra,   Antofagasta.   This
seems   to   be   the   first   record   of   the   species   in   Brazil.
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New   or   noteworthy   bird   records   from   the
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The   southward-flowing   Rio   Paraguay   divides   the   Republic   of   Paraguay
into   2   different   regions:   the   Chaco   to   the   west   and   the   Orient   to   the   east.
The   northeastern   corner   of   the   Paraguayan   Chaco,   herein   referred   to   as
the   Matogrosense   region   of   Paraguay,   is   a   relatively   flat   region   character-

ized  by   semi-humid,   medium-height   (10-20   m)   forests   and   periodically
inundated   wetlands   that   are   contiguous   with   the   extensive   Pantanal   of
adjacent   Brazil   and   Bolivia   (Lopez   1986).   Although   the   region   remains
relatively   unknown   to   zoologists,   recent   exploration   has   demonstrated
that   the   avifauna   is   partially   distinct   from   that   of   the   more   xeric   portions
of   the   Chaco   to   the   west,   and   has   strong   affinities   with   the   avifauna   of   the
Pantanal   further   north.
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Early   reviews   of   the   avifauna   of   the   Paraguayan   Chaco   (e.g.,   Salvadori
1895,   Grant   1911,   Laubmann   1939,   1940,   Short   1975)   contained   little
information   on   the   Matogrosense   region.   Recently,   Lopez   (1985)
reported   on   the   relative   abundance   and   habitat   use   of   90   species   in   the
Bahia   Negra   area,   Departamento   (Dpto)   Alto   Paraguay.   We   report   distri-

butional records  and  natural  history  notes  on  28  species  of  birds  from  the
Matogrosense   region;   6   species   and   one   subspecies   are   documented   (on
the   basis   of   specimens   or   photographs)   from   Paraguay   for   the   first   time.
Unless   stated   otherwise,   records   or   specimens   were   obtained   in   the   Dpto
Alto   Paraguav   during   expeditions   bv:   N.E.L.   18   Sep   to   4   Oct   1984;   by
F.E.H.   16   Jun   to   2   Jul   1988,  1  1-19   Aug   1988,   27-29   Oct   1988,   and   27   Jan
to   7   Feb   1989;   bv   S.M.G.   10   Sep   to   1  5   Oct   1988;   by   Jorge   Escobar   Argaha
(J.E.A.)   16-30   jun   1989   and   6-12   Oct   1989;   and   by   F.E.H.,   J.E.A.   and
John   Luis   Ramirez   (J.L.R.)   11-18   Aug   1989.

Acronyms   used   in   the   species   accounts   include:   AFARP   =   Archivo
Fotografico   de   Aves   Raras   del   Paraguay,   San   Lorenzo;   FMNH   =   Field
Museum   of   Natural   History,   Chicago;   MNHNP   =   Museo   Nacional   de
Historia   Natural   del   Paraguay,   San   Lorenzo;   UMMZ   =   University   of
Michigan   Museum   of   Zoology,   Ann   Arbor;   and   VIREO   =   Visual
Resources   in   Ornithology,   Philadelphia.   Weights   of   specimens   collected
by   S.M.G.   are   listed   in   Storer   (1989).   Nomenclature   and   sequence   of
species   follow   Altman   &   Swift   (1989).

LITTLE   BLUE   HERON   Egretta   caerulea
On   18   August   1988,   F.E.H.   saw   an   adult   E:  caerulea   in   non-breeding

plumage   as   it   foraged   alone   at   Bahia   Negra,   20°14'S,   58°10'W.   The
bird   was   photographed   later   as   it   roosted   in   trees   with   E.   thula   and
Casmerodius   albus.   The   all-dark   plumage   and   pale   base   of   the   dark   bill   of
E.   caerulea   are   apparent   in   the   colour   photographs,   which   are   on   file   at
VIREO   (x08/2/001)   and   at   MNHNP   (AFARP   4).   This   species   breeds   in
northern   South   America,   and   has   been   recorded   as   far   south   as   Argentina
and   Uruguay   (Hancock   &   Kushlan   1984).   This   is   the   first   documented
record   for   Paraguay,   for   which   the   only   previous   report   is   of   several
observed   in   December   1983   in   the   southern   Paraguayan   Chaco,   Dpto
Presidente   Hayes   (Peris   &   Suarez   1985).   E.   caerulea   is   probably   a   rare
migrant   rather   than   a   breeding   resident   in   Paraguay.

BOAT-BILLED   HERON   Cochlearius   cochlearius
At   dusk   on   18   June   1988,   F.E.H.   viewed   one   C.   cochlearius   from   a

distance   of   5   m   as   it   perched   in   a   tree   at   the   edge   of   a   marsh   at   Retiro
Potrerito,   c.   13   km   SSW   of   Bahia   Negra,   20°20'S,   58°13'W.   J.E.A.   saw
another   bird   from   20   m   at   the   same   locality   on   9   October   1989.   The   large,
thick   bill   of   this   species   is   diagnostic.   The   only   previous   report   from   the
Paraguayan   Chaco   is   from   the   Rio   Pilcomayo,   Dpto   Presidente   Hayes
(Bertoni   1914).   Laubmann   (1939)   reported   an   immature   collected   along
the   Rio   Paraguay   between   Concepcion,   Dpto   Concepcion,   and   Asuncion,
Dpto   Central.   An   immature   was   taken   by   N.E.L.   on   13   August   1983
along   the   east   bank   of   the   Rio   Paraguay   at   Concepcion,   23°25'S,   57°1  7'W
(MNHNP   762).   The   occurrence   of   this   species   along   the   Rio   Paraguay
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